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DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Belgium & Luxembourg will lead you straight to the best attractions

these countries have to offer. The guide includes in-depth coverage of the region's best attractions,

from fine art in Brussels to the canals of Bruges, the battlefields of Flanders and the best castles,

museums, and architecture in between. Illustrated features highlight local produce and classic

dishes, the best of Belgian beer, as well as family entertainment. Detailed listings will guide you to

hotels, restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets, while the pull-out map, transportation maps,

walking tours, and more will help you get around and get the most out of your trip to the region. With

hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that brighten up

every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Belgium & Luxembourg truly shows you around this

region as no one else can.
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"Knownâ€¦ for its four-color maps, photos and illustrations, the [DK] Eyewitness Guides are

extremely user-friendly for travelers who want their information delivered in a concise, visual way."

â€” Chicago Tribune"The best optionâ€¦ Color photos, maps, and diagrams bring the place to life." â€”

The Philadelphia Inquirer --This text refers to the Flexibound edition.

I use DK Eyewitness guides for all my vacations and I love them. Wouldn't dream of going without

one. Pair it with a pocket guide to any major city you're planning on including and you're "golden".



Oh, and if you're traveling abroad, be polite and practice a few practical words & phrases that can

be found near the back of your DK Eyewitness. Such as ... Yes, No, Please, Thank you, Where is

the bathroom? What time is it? Reconciliation/cheque please, etc. Your host country will appreciate

your effort in attempting the simpler language tasks and you'll be a better traveler for it. BTW

Belgium is GREAT! Best abbey beer on the planet. Chocolate so good it's indecent. People are

wonderfully laid back. Nature abounds. Cuberdons are the bashiznit, no lie, stock up. Do eat the

waffles w/chocolate sauce at La Citadelle restaurant in Dinant. Do fondue somewhere, yummmm.

As with all DK books I have used, this one proved again the excellence of the travel book series.

The information provided by the book allowed for a very informed visit through Belgium a few

months ago. The information on points of interest, culture, shopping, especially museums proved

very helpful in planing and taking advantage of available time. Also, the graphics were superb and

played a significant role in helping to get a good sense of a site before a visit.I highly recommend

this book to a prospective traveler to Belgium.

We always buy one of this series before going to Europe--for the pictures.

To me every time I have gotten a DK Eyewitness travel guide, I have found it the best-- great color

illustrations and advice. The only thing I would like more is the frankness found in books by Rick

Steves.

We really like the DK books for travel preparation.Great illustrations and informative text. A "must

have" for anyone traveling to Europe.

A great travel book. DK guides are always excellent. I highly recommend them to any traveler that

wants specific information on any city or location.

I like this series of books. good information in easy format. good pictures

I use to always buy these guides when I need one. They are wonderful, with a plenty of maps and

illustrations.
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